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About This Game

Put your cheating skills to the test and become a hero to your class! An increasing number of students are hopelessly flunking
the exams at Travian High School. The only solution: cheating! With the help of the cheerleader, convince other as yet

undecided students to aid you in your endeavors: Copy and distribute the answers with the nerd's help, and make use of the
jock's skills to mislead both teachers and teacher's pets.

Control the characters in real time and satisfy the mission requirements. However, if things should turn out more difficult than
expected, Janitor Joseph has a few tricks up his sleeve — he has a bone to pick with the principle and is teaming up with the

most talented cheaters in the school with the goal of helping the students who need their services.

Use the secret club room to improve your cheating skills and learn new ones. Make use of available resources to produce
powerful gadgets that will give you an even greater edge and show your friends on Facebook and other social networks who the

king of all cheats is.

Cheats 4 Hire — the new puzzle game from the multiple award-winning developer Travian Games!

Features:
•Accessible gameplay — Control your three cheats in real time while taking advantage of and combining their individual skills,

as teamwork will be essential for success.
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•Exciting missions — As in real life, missions can be completed with varying degrees of success. Repeat missions as often as
you wish to obtain the best possible grade.

•Team management — Manage your team, improve existing skills, and level up in order to learn new skills.
•Resources — Use resources to create powerful gadgets that add to the fun.

•Manage your club room — Expand your club room and unlock achievements in order to obtain special items that you can
display in your club room.

•Dynamic plot — Keep a close watch over your team's movements as they uncover the principal's dark plans. The outcome of
the story depends on your skills and results.

•Episodes — Cheats 4 Hire will be released in 5 different episodes. Each episode picks up where the last one left off and
presents you with new challenges.

Follow us on https://twitter.com/cheats4hire
Find us on https://www.facebook.com/Cheats4Hire

Discover us on https://www.pinterest.com/Cheats4Hire/
Blog – http://blog.cheats4hire.com/
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I will definitely recommend this game, especially if you are looking for a bit of fun and challenge.
It may be a bit childish but the scenario is still pretty good.
Worth a shot for its reasonable price.
I think devs should improve the farming part and add a slow time session when planning a move of a student.
A really simple game, but a very pleasant one too.. stupid game, for little kids only. Just loving the art style and humor.
Somehow makes me feel like being some sort of Parker Lewis aaaand I love it!
The gameplay itself is simple yet engaging. The (small) story is fine albeit a bit obvious at times.

Wish it would be some indie developer that made this so I would get a positive feeling of support on top but that's life!. Now I
can get ready for exams on steam
10/10 would cheat again. The game itself is decent, but getting to play it is difficult. I have a fairly beefed up MacBook Pro (2.8
G Intel Core i7, 16GB Memory) but it takes SEVERAL MINUTES to load the game. There's also no status bar so at first I
thought my computer froze.. Teamwork makes the dream work.

If you're good at this game, you'll a hundred percent pass the real exam no matter how hard it is.. this game is fun and weird. I
will definitely recommend this game, especially if you are looking for a bit of fun and challenge.
It may be a bit childish but the scenario is still pretty good.
Worth a shot for its reasonable price.
I think devs should improve the farming part and add a slow time session when planning a move of a student.
A really simple game, but a very pleasant one too.
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Now I can get ready for exams on steam
10\/10 would cheat again. The game itself is decent, but getting to play it is difficult. I have a fairly beefed up MacBook Pro
(2.8 G Intel Core i7, 16GB Memory) but it takes SEVERAL MINUTES to load the game. There's also no status bar so at first I
thought my computer froze.. Can't cut the music that is extremely obnoxious = impossible to play for me. (talking from a
finished game)
Sure, it's cute, knowlingly playing on the jock-pompom-nerd clich\u00e9 and turning it backwards (they're buddies in crime now),
the character design is as pleasant as some good webcomic...

but...

Controls often won't react. Throwing a dart (named spitball, figures...) to a teacher will sometimes just won't work (I'm not
talking 'bout the principal special skill here).

Time-critical clicks won't be handled in right away, thus the IA wins over the mouse lag.

Extremely short playthrough ( well, it's not that expensive, but the price\/hour ratio makes me grind my teeth a bit).

Notification boxes don't come with a "never show this message again" feature, which can drive short-tempered players cray-
cray.

Not much content... Almost none actually.
My opinion : this is a Facebook game, but this time you have to buy it.. Can't cut the music that is extremely obnoxious =
impossible to play for me. (talking from a finished game)
Sure, it's cute, knowlingly playing on the jock-pompom-nerd clich\u00e9 and turning it backwards (they're buddies in crime
now), the character design is as pleasant as some good webcomic...

but...

Controls often won't react. Throwing a dart (named spitball, figures...) to a teacher will sometimes just won't work 
(I'm not talking 'bout the principal special skill here).

Time-critical clicks won't be handled in right away, thus the IA wins over the mouse lag.

Extremely short playthrough ( well, it's not that expensive, but the price\/hour ratio makes me grind my teeth a bit).

Notification boxes don't come with a "never show this message again" feature, which can drive short-tempered
players cray-cray.

Not much content... Almost none actually.
My opinion : this is a Facebook game, but this time you have to buy it.. Teamwork makes the dream work.

If you're good at this game, you'll a hundred percent pass the real exam no matter how hard it is.
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